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«"aE5U EE3Efo&' Candidates Vie
For Betty Bates Title
By PHIL GUSHEE
In a humorous and often moving address illuminated witn
personal reflections, Dr. Ronald C. S. Young, keynote speaker
of the triennial Bates Careers Conference, emphasized per-

»sonal contact and initiative in the
choosing of a career.
"There must be an urgency, a
drive in one"s life." began the
speaker. If the feeling of joy
which comes in the pursuit of a
person's goal is missing, then life
Splashes of color in the form can be terrifyingly monotonous.
of mobiles and painted murals When and where does one get
will contribute to the atmos- the knowledge of his life's ambiphere Saturday evening in Rand tion, queried the speaker.
gymnasium when the seniors en- Compares Conferences
tertain at their annual open
The inspiration may come from
house.
many different sources, personal
Organized chaos is a fitting contact being one of the major
description of what is in store ones. Gatherings such as the
for all those who attend. A five- Bates Careers Conference offer
piece combo under the direction good opportunities to interest
of Barry Davidson from Edward students, added the speaker.
Little High School will furnish
Dr. Young compared the Camusic for dancing.
reers Conference with the paral- Juniors (1. to r. seated) Deane Cressey, Bev Husson, Pat
List Entertainment
lel "Career Day" of the Univer- Campbell, (standing) Roberta Richards, Betty Drum, and
Entertainment will be spaced sity of Moscow, which he visited
at intervals throughout the eve- in 1956. "There commissars tell Barbara Smith vie for Betty Bates title. Barbara Farnham
ning and will consist for the students what they will be." and Mary Ann Houston will also compete. (Photo by Atwood)
most part of specialties by Cyn- There is no element of personal
thia Horton, Norman Jason, and freedom.
the Hi-Ho's.
Apathy Causes Loss
Tht event is scheduled to beDuring a conversation with a
gin at 8 p. m. Each room in Rand young Russian student, Dr.
is responsible for designing and Young had described the system
assembling a mobile; a prize will of aptitude tests leading to indiLast weekend the Bates varsity "Resolved: that the requirement
be awarded for the most striking vidual freedom in career choices. debate team finished fifth in com- for membership in a labor organone. Refreshments will be served. The student's immediate query 1
petition with 35 eastern colleges ization as a condition of employHead Committees
was, "But how does the state
ment should be illegal."
' and universities at the UniversiPatricia Carmichael is acting profit?" Here, command was subTeams
Win Seven
| ty of Maryland Invitational Deas general chairman. Sally Mor- stituted for inspiration.
ba,e
Five
rounds
of debate were
"Who is living the better life?" ,
Tourney.
ris has charge of invitations.
held
Friday
and
Saturday. The
Jane Anderson is in charge of the questioned the speaker. Actually
John Lawton and King Cheek
best
negative
team
(Northwestrefreshments. MacCrae Miner the only difference lies in our upheld the affirmative and Everheads the entertainment com- fredom to choose. And ultimately ; ett Ladd and Willard Martin took ern) defeated the best affirmative
team (Dartmouth) in a final demittee.
(Continued on page eight)
| the negative side of the question,
bate in the Senate caucus room
in Washington on Saturday afternoon.

Rand Sponsors
Evening Of Fun
At Open House

"WAA Promotes
Health, Sports In
Week Of Events

By ROSALIE CURTIS
Athletic interest and ability,
poise and posture, friendliness,
and good grooming are some of
the qualities of a Bates co-ed
which WAA recognizes in selecting Betty Bates each year.
Taking these qualities into consideration, the junior class women assisted WAA in choosing
candidates for the Betty Bates
competition this week. Each woman listed the names of eight of
her classmates who she felt
possessed these qualities and
others essential to a well-rounded personality.
Name Eight Candidates
The following were chosen as
Betty Bates candidates for 1958:
Patricia Campbell, Deane Cressey, Betty Drum, Barbara Farnham, Mary Ann Houston, Beverly Husson, Roberta Richards,
and Barbara Smith.
In previous years Betty Bates
candidates have been selected
from those whomen who have
earned a certain number of points
in the WAA athletic program.
This year every junior woman
has been made eligible for the
title of Betty Bate's. However,
since this program' is sponsored
by WAA, the candidate chosen
should exhibit athletic ability.
Stress Healthful Living
The selection of Betty Bates is
part of the WAA Health Week
activities which began Monday.
Judith Granz and Miss Drum are
The Bates affirmative team de- co-chairmen of the events, which
feated Penn. State, Virginia and aim to stress the important points
Georgetown while losing to Iof healthful living.
WAA dormitory representaDuquesne and St. John's. The
negative duo defeated North tives have distributed boxes of
Carolina. American University fruit to all the women's dormi(Washington), Morgan State and tories. This fruit is on sale durRutgers while losing to the U. S ing the week. On each table in
Rand an eye-appealing placard
Naval Academy.
stresses
some phase of healthful
Nixon Addresses Luncheon
living. At the end of Health
All the teams present attended Week a prize will be awarded to
a luncheon in Washington Satur- the group of women whose table
day noon at which addresses has shown the best evidence of
were delivered by Vice President J good posture!
Richard Nixon and Senate labor OC Challenges WAA
counsel
Robert Kennedy of
Outing Club has challenged the
Massachusetts.
WAA Board to a basketball game
John Lawton was awarded a jat 4 p. m. tomorrow in Rand
certificate as one of the outstand- j gymnasium. This game will serve
ing speakers in the tournament. to stress the importance of exProf. Brooks Quimby was quite : ercise and interest in athletics.
(Continued on page eight)
(Continued on page three)

Bates Teams Finish Fifth
In Maryland Tournament

Pops Committee Chooses Band;
Corey Plays For March Formal
Music, Decor Create*
French Atmosphere
An evening of music and dancing on the banks of the romanticSeine has been planned by com mittees working under Pops cochairmen Anita Kastner and Peter Carey.
Annually sponsored by the musical groups on campus, this is
the only formal dance at Bates.
It will be held from 8-11:45 p.m.
March 15 in the Alumni Gymnasium.
Plan Musical Features
Al Corey and his orchestra,
who have played for Pops before,
will furnish the music for dancing. Special music under the direction of Prof. D. Robert Smith
has been prepared for the intermissions.
The Concert Band, performing
at 9 p. m„ will play "Ides of
March," "Minuet, Royal Fireworks Music," "Under Paris
Skies." "The Magic Trumpet,"
"Ballet Parisien," "Psalm XVIII,"

Seniors
Mrs. Robert Berkelman (standing) goes over Pops registrations
with co-chairmen Peter Carey, Anita Kastner. (Photo by Blunda)
"Swedish Rhapsody," and "Our Vagabonds," "Glory to God,"
Glorious Land." Julian Freedman "Elijah Rock," "The Gallery of
will be the soloist.
j Memories," "O Bates Forever,"
At 10:20 p. m. the Choral So- "Echo Song," "A Dream Is a
ciety will present "Song of the
(Continued on page three)

A senior class meeting
will be held al 6:45 p.m. tomorrow in the Filene Room.
The agenda includes nominations for alumni officers and
discussion of the class gift.
AH members of the Class of
1958 are urged to attend.

WAA
The Bates College Women's Athletic Association
invites the wives of the
Bales faculty and administrative officials to Betty Bates
Night and the Freshman
Fashion Show 7:30 p. m. Friday in the Women's Locker
Building.
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Stu-G Members Consider Mezzo Appears; Chapel Speaker Discusses
Mental Health
Problems At Conference ^fSSvioSSII ProblemsBYOf
JEAN RICHARDS

At last Wednesday's meeting of
Stu-G, reports were heard from
Murial Wolloff, Marjorie Keene,
and Barbara Farnham who attended the New England Student
Government Convention at Simmons College.
Discussed at the convention
were various forms of honor sys-

Staff Picks Williams
As WVBC Manager
For '58-59 Broadcasts
Students affiliated with WVBC
have elected Joan Williams as
station manager for the 1958-59
school year, the current station
manager. Alan Kaplan, has announced. Working with her as
business manager will be Clifford
Baxter and as program director,
William Waterston.
Joan Celtruda has been elected
secretary. Chief engineer will be
Raymond Hendess and technical
director, Robert Kalischer.
Work With Current Board
The newly-elected officers will
assume their duties immediately
following spring vacation. Until

terns. The all-women's school
usually had an honor system
comprising both academic and l
social reporting. The delegates
also reported that several schools!
had systems of dual reporting in
which a student reported not only
herself but other rule breakers
whom they observed.

Discuss "Rebels"
The question regarding what to
do with students who refuse to
join an honor system was. also
discussed. The general consensus
among the delegates was that
more advance publicity is needed
for incoming students regarding
■a school's honor system. In this
way the delegates feel that there
will be fewer "gripes" regarding
the honor system.
The convention also compared
notes on the differing guidance
and placement systems of the
various schools attending. The
convention also felt that one way
to improve faculty-student relations would be to have a general
orientation of the faculty as well
as the usual freshman orientation period.

Mary McMurray will be the
guest soloist at the Lewiston-Auburn Community Concert at 8:15
p. m. this evening at the Lewiston High School Auditorium.
Noted for its range and quality,
Miss McMurray's mezzo-soprano
voice is new to the American audience.
A native of Iowa, Miss McMurray received her AB degree
from Grenell University and did
graduate work at the University
of Colorado. After giving vocal
lessons she went to study at the
Manhattan Julilard School of
Music.
Studies In Europe
Having studied under scholarship at Tanglewood, Miss McMurray received a Palestrina scholarship to study under Andrea Palestrina in Brussels. While abroad,
she went on a singing tour of Europe.
Since her return to America,
Miss McMurray has placed her
emphasis on opera and oratorio
work and has been under a Columbia Artist Contract.

h
p
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year's broadcasting.
JUNIOR-SENIOR PRIZE
SPEAKING CONTEST
The annual Junior-Senior
Prize Speaking Contest will
be held Friday and Monday
during the chapel period.
Speakers Friday will be Joanne Trogler and Everett
Ladd. Monday Dennis Skiotis
and John Lovejoy will take
the rostrum.
Judges will be Prof. Lavinia M. Schaeffer. Dr. Sydney
W. Jack man. and Dr. Richard E. Allen.
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beniors Looking For jobs
Representatives from various
firms will be on campus next
week to talk with seniors on job
opportunities. W. B. Clark from
Ortho Pharmaceutical Corporation will meet Monday with men
interested in sales work.

surance Company. Available positions include those in sales,
home office administration, acturial,
accounting,
electronics,
mathematics, investments, secretarial, and claims.
Represents Phone Companies
The New England Telephone
and Telegraph and Bell Systems
Companies are sending J. F. Hadam to talk with men for business management, technical operations, and research.

On the same day the YMCA is
sending Mrs. Roberta G. Austin
to talk with senior women who
would like to become teen-age
and young adult program directors or executive directors of college YWCAs.
The Curtis Publishing ComWill Interview Case Workers
pany,
Independence
Square,
Men and women interested in Philadelphia 5, Pa., is looking for
professional careers in social case women majoring in economics or
Calendar
work should speak with Miss math to do statistical work in
Tonight
Pauline A. Smith of the Maine the market research division.
CA Vespers, Chapel
Department of Health and Wel- There is also a position available
Community Concert, 8:15 p.m., fare Tuesday.
in the development division of
Lewiston High School AudiHarvard University and Har- market research for an English
torium
vard Medical School will have major. Further information is
Tomorrow
two representatives on campus available at the Placement OfOC-WAA Basketball, 4 p.m., the same day to talk with women fice.
Rand Gymnasium
who would like to be assistants Learn Claims Function
Friday
*
in laboratories, offices, libraries,
Women with analytical ability
Modern Dance Class, 4 p.m., or museums.
are needed at the home office of
Chase Hall Ballroom
the Connecticut Mutual Life InSeek Underwriters. Adjusters
Betty Bates Night and Freshsurance Company in Hartford to
William
H.
Hornicekof
Bostonman Fashion Show, 7:30
learn the claims function with
Old
Colony
Insurance
Companies
p. m., Women's Locker
disability
claims. Anyone interwill be on campus Wednesday,
Building
ested should write to Harry F.
March
12,
for
interviews
with
Saturday
Merrow, Planning Assistant. PerRand Open House. 8 p.m.,imen looking for jobs as undersonnel Dept., 149 Garden St..
writers or casualty
Rand Gymnasium
Hartford 15, Conn.
' justers.
Tuesday
Club Night
Also on Wednesday the Grand
Ritz Theatre
Union Companies will be represented by C. W. Garratt who will
HELD OVER!!
see those interested in a manageChapel Schedule
ment training program in food
//
Friday
distribution.
Prize speaking contest (Joanne
Goodrich Co. Sends Agent
Trogler and Everett Ladd)
starring
On Thursday the American
Monday
Brigitte
Prize speaking contest (Dennis Stores Company is sending W. C.
Ferguson
to
interview
men
for
Bardot
Skiotis and John Lovejoy)
their training program in busiWednesday
Cinemascope and Color
Calvin Gertsen, New York City ness administration, also in food
/.
distribution. H. G. Haas of the
Mission Society.
B. F. Goodrich Company will COMING SOON . . .
talk with men chemistry and
BRIGITTE BARDOT
in
physics majors.
Music Room
"MADEMOISELLE
Robert L. Plageman will be
2-4 p. m. on campus Friday, March 14, to
STRIPTEASE"
Today
(in French)
2-4 p. m. see men and women for the
Sunday
2-4 p. m. I Massachusetts Mutual Life InFirst Lewiston Showing
Tuesday

"And God
Created Woman

A "captive" Bates College audience heard Shepherd Lee
(Bowdoin '47) speak on the ever-expanding field of mental
health in Chapel Friday.
* doctors are now proving that ail-

Lee began by pointing out the
undeniable fact that our emotional and mental crises often manifest themselves in the form of
physical ailments. Poor public
attitudes such as fear, shame, or
hatred seriously affect the physical and mental well-being of all.
Illustrates Problem
Startling, statistically - proven
facts were presented which made
apparent the mental health problem. "One person out of every
10 born today spends some time
of his life in a mental institution. More than 50 per cent of
the hospital beds today are occupied by mental patients."
The speaker pointed out that

Institute Offers
British Summer
School Program
The Institute of International
Education has announced that
American students who want to
study and vacation in Great
Britain this summer will have
the opportunity to do so in four I
British
university summer
schools.
Each school offers a six-week
course of particular interest to
American students and excursions to nearby points of interest generally not open to tourists.
At Stratford - upon - Avon the
summer course will be Shakespeare and Elizabethan drama,
with a special seminar course on
Elizabethan music.
Offer Various Courses
At Oxford the subject will be
the literature, politics and arts
of 17th Century England. In
London, courses will be given on
literature, art and social change
in England from 1789 to 1870.
The theme of the Edinburgh
School will be the European Inheritance, making a special study
of history, literature or philosophy.
(Continued on page three)

ments such as backaches, ulcers,
allergies,
accident proneness,
asthma, infertility, and obeisity
have some causes which stem
from the emotions. Alcoholism
and delinquency are now considered to have their bases in mental disturbances.
Can Prevent Suicides
If help had been available, Lee
suggested, perhaps a good many
of the 17,000 suicides committed
last year alone could
have
been prevented. Opportunities
for those interested in treating
the mentally ill are certainly unlimited.
"If fhe truth be faced, we are
all a little neurotic." You may
say, "Not me!" But think a minute. Don't you have tensions and
anxieties; aren't you a bit too
shy or too bold at times?
Treat Mentally 111
Of course, but our speaker did
not mean to imply that we are
all serious mental cases! He
pointed out that it is only when
these forces become so strong as
to affect the proper functioning
Q£ QU1. ^^ ,hat we need and

DRY CLEANSING
SERVICE
Tel. 4-7326
Call and Delivery

should seek help.
How does the psychiatrist treat
the mentally ill? Psychotherapy,
tranquilizer drugs, psychoanalysis, and group and family therapy are among the most modern
treatments.
Need More Facilities
Speaking of the facilities available in the area for treating
the mentally ill, Lee implied that,
at the moment, facilities are
lacking; but through the fine
work of education and legislation
being done on the part of the
Mental Health Association, this
need will be fulfilled.
:c:x*Bi(jo<Tf3i3*icE!Bpi..ei*in»;r-

PRISCILLA
Friday. Saturday, Sunday

A Kiss Before Dying\
ROBERT WAGNER
JEFFREY HUNTER
Color, Cinemascope

"Monkey On My
Back"
CAMERON MITCHELL
DIANE FOSTER

INCORPORATED

CLEANSERS A PUMBM

College Agent, Barbara Farnum

Friday
2 P. M.; 6:30 P. M. ,
Sal. Continuous from 1 P.M. |
Sun. Continuous from 3 P.M.

. .......

STRAND
— Now Playing —

"Man From God's
Country"

E M P I R EpL™wNG
THRU MAR. 15th

George Montgomery

"Affair In Havana"
John Casavetes
— Thurs. - Fri. - Sat. —

"Undersea Girl"
Mara Corday, Pat Conway

"Teen-Age Doll"
June Kenny, Fay Spain
— Sun. - Mon. - Tues. - Wed. —

"Damn Citizen"
Keith Andes, Maggy Hayes

'Sabu and Magic Ring'
William Marshall

Weekdays
2 and 7:30
Mat. 90c
Eve. S1.25
Saturday 1 - 3:37 - 6:14 - 8:51
Sunday
3 - 5:37 - 8:14

k
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Production Crew Creates
Mood With Good Lighting
In the opening scene of the
forthcoming "Romeo and Juliet,"
the production crew was faced
by somewhat of a problem. The
scene entails
a
tremendous
amount of action with nearly 25
characters from the play present
on the stage at the same time.
This created a problem in blocking the scene.

Wesley Club and Canterbury
Club will hold a joint meeting
on campus this Sunday evening.
The Rev. Peter D. MacLean will
lead a discussion on the common
heritage of Episcopalianism and
Methodism. All are welcome to
come at 7 p. m. at the Women's
Union. There will also be a worship service and refreshments.
Hillel will hold a joint social
with the Hillel of the University
of Maine Saturday evening. The
juke box will provide music for
dancing and the Maine students
will put on a skit for entertainment. The dance will be at 8:30
p. m. at the Community Center
on College Street.
Plan Passover Supper
Plans for a Passover Supper
on March 23 were discussed at
the Hillel Breakfast meeting last
Sunday.
Judson Fellowship will participate in the University of Life
series in Auburn on Sunday evening. Members will meet at the
parsonage at 6 p. m. for transportation. The chapel speaker Dr.
Clifford H. Osborne will discuss
the subject "Payable on Demand." Dr. William Geoghegan of
Bowdoin will lead a bible study
group. A social hour at the parsonage will follow the program.

AFTER
BASKETBALL
IT'S...

A greater problem is that some
of the characters are engaged in
a fencing duel. With the assistance of Robin Davidson '59, the
characters Tybalt and Benvolio
were able to master the fine art
of fencing.
Teaches Fencing Techniques
Davidson, who hails from New
York City, has been working
with the production crew for the
past three weeks teaching them
fencing techniques. He has had
numerous fencing courses during
his high school career and has
copped some prizes for his ability.
Another facet of the production
which has taken a great amount
of time and effort is that of lighting. The lights in any production
are often the mood- and scenecreating devices which truly
"make" the effort successful.
Works On Lighting
With just this in mind Thomas
Vohr '59 is heading up this department. Vohr has been working ever since rehearsals started
over a month ago.
The marvelous effect afforded
and produced by lighting techniques can be appreciated only by
viewing the production. Even
then, it is easy to overlook the
amount of time and energy which
has gone into the finished
product.

The annual freshman prize debate will be held at 7 p.m.
Thursday, March 20, in the Filene Room in Pettigrew Hall. Six
freshmen will be debating on the
topic,
"Resolved: that Bates
should adopt a system of unlimited cuts."
Speaking- for the affirmative
team will be Mary Stafford, Neil
Newman and Robert Viles, while
representing the negative viewpoint will be Marjorie Sanborn,
Jack Simmons and Harold Smith.
Invite Public
Each member of the winning

COOPER'S
Sabaitus Street
We Serve The Best

Cordiner Expresses
Ideal Of Business Achievement

jjflRUftaD

Adding an exotic touch to
Bates activities. "Cafe Bohemia,"
the Smith Open House, was held
from 8:30-11:45 p.m. Saturday
evening.
Dancing was provided throughout the evening by tapes and
records with Tom Lehrer adding
his renditions of some old favorites. Refreshments consisted of
punch and cookies.
Provides Entertainment
Highlighting the open house
was entertainment with John
Curry as emcee. The Hope Quartet, composed of Fred Drayton.
William Huckabee. Robert Raphael and Calvin Wilspn, harmonized with several songs.
Arthur Mercereau and Fon
Soe Yapp then combined to improvise some jazz after which
Mark Schwarz presented a comedy monologue.
Decorate With Caricatures
Decorations were in the form
of posters representing Bohemian
scenes, with such caricatures as
Dr. Sydney Jackman skiing in
his cplorful outfit. Richard Vinal
was chairman of the event.

(Continued from page two)
Although these courses are
generally intended for college
graduates, undergradute students
in their last two years will be
considered.
Submit Applications
The fees for the British Summer
Schools including room, board
and tuition are between $224 and
$236. There is an additional administration fee of $15. Closing
date for admission applications is
March 31. Applications may be
obtained from the Institute of
International Education, 1 East
67th St.. New York 21, N. Y.

See Our
BEAUTIFUL SILVER
AND CHINA SELECTIONS

invites

WOMEN SENIORS
83 Lisbon Street

Betty Bates
(Continued from page one)
Betty Bates Night will culminate the activities of Health
Week. Jayne Nangle. Betty Bates
of J957. will be mistress of ceremonies. The eight candidates
for Betty Bates of 1958 will be
judged on the basis of poise, posture, and appearance.
Frosh Present Fashion Show
Judges will be Prof. Lena
Walmsley. Miss Paula Drake,
Prof. Lavinia Schaeffer, Mrs.
Joseph Dowling, Stu-G President
Karen Dill, and Barbara Stetson,
WAA president.

DRAPER'S
BAKERY
Opp. Post Office Tel. 2-6645
We specialize in
BIRTHDAY CAKES
and
PASTRIES OF ALL KINDS
For Parties
Delivery Upon Request
54 Ash Street

Lewislon

CAMBRIDGE and BOSTON

Luiggi's Pizzeria

Massachusetts

— Features —

Our representatives will be

Italian Sandwiches - Pizza - Spaghetti

on your campus
MARCH

* *

To Eat Here and to Take Out

11th

*

See your Placement Office
about an appointment

Ralph J. Cordiner, president of
General Electric Company and
guest speaker at the June "Challenge Convocation." first became
interested in the electrical industry while an economics major at
Whitman College.
In 19 2 8 Cordiner became
Northwest manager for the Edison General Electric Appliance
Company* for whom he had
worked for five years and later
became Pacific division manager.
In 1932 he was appointed manager of the General Electric
Heating
Device
Division in
Bridgeport. Conn., and several
years later he advanced again to
become manager of several large
divisions within the company.

Ralph J. Cordiner
President. General Electric Co.

The annual Freshman Fashion
Show will follow the judging.
Joyce Alberti and Delight Harmon have been chosen co-chairmen of this event. Ward Brothers sponsors this fashion show
which brings to Bates co-eds the
latest in spring and summer
fashions.
The announcement of the winteam will receive $4 and the best
individual speaker in the debate ner of the Betty Bates contest
will be awarded $10. The debate will conclude the program and
will be open to the public.
the Health Week activities.

UNIVERSITY

to interview for a wide variety
of permanent full-time jobs as
assistants in the offices, laboratories, libraries and museums
of'the University in

Delivers Address At
Special Convocation

Smith Discloses
New Talent At
'Cafe Bohemia'

British Schools
Frosh Consider Cuts
During Prize Debate
Thursday, March 20

THREE

Telephone 2-0701
Corner Horton and Sabaitus Streets
DELIVERY SERVICE FOR ORDERS OF $3.00 OR MORE

Schedules War Production
In 1942 Cordiner went to
Washington as director general
of war production scheduling for
the War Production Board. Three
months later he was appointed
vice-chairman.
In the summer of 1943 Cordiner returned to General Electric
as assistant to the president. In
1948 he was elected executive
vice-president and a director of
the company. In 1950 Cordiner
became president, replacing the
retiring Charles E. Wilson.
G. E. Grows Rapidly
Since Cordiner has been president. General Electric has experienced rapid growth, its sales
reaching the four billion dollar
mark for the first time. He has
(Continued on page eight)

Pops Committee
(Continued from page one)
Wish Your Heart Makes,*' and
"Cindy."
Going along with the French
theme, they will end their selections with songs from Cole Porter's Can-Can. "Can-Can," "C'est
Magnifique," "Allez-vous-en," and
"I Love Paris" are the songs that
have been chosen.
The Merimanders and 'he Hi
Ho's will also be featured during
the Choral Society program.
Design French Cafe
This year, the decorations, under the supervision of Martha
Hodges and Richard Mortensen.
will create a side-walk cafe atmosphere. Waiters will bustle under awnings of crepe paper
streamers. Murals depicting leftbank scenes will cover the walls.
Dancers will be surrounded by
a world of book stalls, artists at
their easels, and brilliantly-colored flower carts. A huge French
beret will hover over the dance
floor, while an artist's palette has
been created for the entrance.
Sell Tickets
Committee heads include' Judith Frese. Harry Bennert, James
Kyed. Regina Abbiati, Lee Larson, Thomas Vohr, William Dillon, Kenneth McAffee, Paul
Maier, Gerald LaPierre, and Colby Baxter.
Tickets are now on sale for
$2.50 per couple for Bates students and their dates. These may
be obtained from Mrs. Robert G.
Berkelman (phone 2-6617). Tickets may be ordered and then
paid for at a future date.
Balcony tickets for the concerts will be sold at the door at
50 cents per person. Informal
dress is appropriate.

YI'ZFOUR
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Editorials
Successful-But. ..
The Bates College Careers Conference is one of the biggest
events of the college year in terms of the time and effort
which go into planning and running it, the expense involved,
and the number of students potentially affected by it. But
is it worth this time, effort and money so far as the average
student is concerned? Total registration at this year's conference was 554, slightly over five-eighths of the college enrollment; since several of the 554 were "repeaters" who attended more than one panel, the total number of students
reached by the panels was probably nearer 450, even though
classes were called off to permit students to attend the sessions.
Some students found no panel which interested them;
others were studying or preparing for exams (witness the
number of students in the library during the sessions). A
brief survey of several students who attended only one panel
revealed that if there were two or more of interest to them
simultaneous scheduling prevented their attending but one.
Consider Panels Worthwhile
Students attending the panels considered them, for the
most part, worthwhile. The general comment on the writing and editing panel, for instance, was "Excellent!" This
session was rather informal and all major fields of creative
writing and journalism were represented; almost the entire
period was devoted to students' questions which panelists
answered frankly from their own experience. However, participants in some panels described their fields at such great
length that little time was left for questions; in some areas,
such as chemistry and biological sciences, the panelists' experience of knowledge of the field was restricted to their own
particular specialities and ability to answer general questions
was limited.
Student comments have led us to formulate a series of
recommendations for future Careers Conferences: 1) bienniel rather than triennial conferences, giving students more
frequent contacts with opportunities in various fields; 2)
four panel sessions instead of two, offering a wider variety
of panels to the individual student and eliminating some
conflicts; 3) participants from a wider geographical area with
experience and knowledge of opportunities outside Maine
and the Northeast; 4) a greater degree of student-speaker
contact and interplay on the campus and in the conference
sessions, through dinner meetings, individual conferences,
and less formal sessions; 5) submission of some student questions for consideration by panelists before the conference;
6) individual question periods immediately following the
panels rather than some time later in the day.
Attendance Should Be Voluntary
Our final recommendation is that attendance at all panels
be strictly voluntary. Compulsory attendance results in resentment and a lack of interest among the students which
tends to "bog down" the discussions. This is doubly true
when coverage of a particular panel constitutes a class assignment (perhaps preventing the student's attending another panel which he would prefer). Much more extensive
advance publicity by the Alumni Office and promotion by
professors would create larger and more receptive audiences
than would required attendance.
This year's Careers Conference was considered quite successful by most of the students attending its sessions. With
a few revisions in scheduling, publicizing, and conducting
them, we feel future conferences would reach more students
and stimulate more student interest and participation.
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Vet VoodU*
Engaged: Jerry LaPierre '59
to Terry Boucher of Lewiston.
Smith Middle is starting spring
vvhiflleball practice this week.
Ah, Joyl Now we can stand
on our heads! This all goes to
show how valuable a college
education can be. Merci,
P.E. 202!
Here's hoping we are all in a
charitable mood this week, eh?
An innovation on saucers
now — flying pie.
Education 450 students are now
learning how to put out dogs
and fires — higher education?
A flap is a rhubarb in intelligence circles! Confused?
Check with the authority on
the Stale Department. Room
12 D. Libbey.
What sailor-boy in Parker recently got a tear-stained undercover letter from Texas Val?
Students and faculty members are reminded not to call
Rand Hall during meal hours.
The hissing of the steam
table (?) often drowns out
the ringing of the phone.
"You can eliminate the need
for food with pills but that won't
work with the other basic drive!"
Is this culture? Or heritage?
"Vanity of vanities, ail is
vanity," thus demonstrates
the portrayed historian.
"Oh. what a horrible dinner,
Oh. what a horrible meal,
I've got a horrible feeling —
Barff!" Those Rand girls can sing!
"Hello, Stranger." You're
right, you did make Den
Doodles for it.
We hear that a pair of shoes,
and a strange pair at that, was
found in an administrative's car.
Could be bad for the president's
office.
Beware, boys, of flying
snowballs
when
entering
girls' dorms.
New activity on the upswing in
the libe — stacking! Have you
tried it yet?
Hm! Boy! Bates men are
polite! It's a good thing that
Bates women never fall down
while walking across campus. Men would have to step
over them. "I'd feel sorry for
for you if I hadn't just fallen
down myself."
"Lights on! Curtain going up!"
— in Rand.
That was a pretty big snow
job for a make-work project!
That bus driver was a good
guy. The fellows certainly appreciated that unscheduled stop!
Overheard alibis of male
and female Ritz-crackers:
"I just came for the documentary."
"I've already seen it once,
but I want to get a deeper
aesthetic appreciation."
"I'm a Bio major."
"I'm writing a religion
term paper on Genesis."
"I come every week for the
popcorn."
"Wasn't the photography
dandy?"
"The plot fascinated me."
A tired football player left a
path of destruction behind him
last Saturday night, but faith prevailed in the end.
St. Patrick's Day is coming
up — where is all our green?
A famed British actor recounted the real battle of Lexington
and Concord — good show. Reggie, Ol' Boy!
Prexy certainly enjoyed
seeing those left-over Bohemians at dinner on Sunday
— didn't he. Men ef Smith?

Present Parker Differs
From Civil War Version
With the Charter of 1864,
Parker Hall became the second
building on the infant Bates
Campus, and its first dormitory,
or boarding hall, as it was then
commonly called. Like Hathorn,
it had its beginnings as a part of
the Maine State Seminary.
This brick building, 147-.. by 44
feet, was named after the Honorable Thomas Parker of Farmington, Maine, as he contributed the
largest single amount of money
towards it construction. In the
olden days, Parker hall was divided, as it is similarly now, by
a brick wall, making two distinct
apartments; Parker North and
Parker South, for men and women, respectively.
Cites Coed Dining
In the 1860's, Bates men and
women were breakfasted, lunched and supped together in the
Parker Dining Hall in the basement, under the faculty as chaperones. This brick wall, as strong
as it was, did not restrain the students, and rope pulley affairs
were, as rumor and legend has it,
rigged from "North" to "South"
for the convenience of transporting missives of love from the
"young ladies" to the "young
gentlemen" and vice versa.

halls, doors, passage ways or in
any of the vacant roms, between
recitations, or at any other time
is expressly forbidden.
May Not Use Tobacco
"No student shall either chew,
smoke, or snuff tobacco within
the Seminary buildings; and all
students are especially requested
to abstain entirely from this pernicious habit during their connection with the institution.
"Sudents are required to refrain entirely from the use of
profain language, from the violation of the Sabbath, from cardplaying, from visiting bowling alleys and billiard saloons, from attending balls and dancing schools,
and, in general, to observe all the
laws of common social morality.

Describes "Quiet Hours"
"Young ladies and gentlemen
are not allowed to walk or ride
in company without special permission from the faculty.
"Students are required to be
in their rooms during all study
hours, and after nine o'clock in
the evening, as well as during
study hours, to refrain from loud
talking, singing, playing upon
musical instruments, or making
any other noise which might interrupt the study or repose of
During the late years of the? others."
century, however, the enrollment
increased, and Parker could no Shows Comforts Of Home
The board fee at Parker was
longer accommodate all of the
Bates students, so the women took set at $1.75 a week, the rooms
up residence in boarding houses contained, in addition to present
of town families while the men day articles, a sink, washbowl,
stayed on in the dormitory, and and a stove (complete with woodthe wall which separated the two box, which had to be kept full
sections was knocked away. When for the daily inspection). No
the facilities were improved, lighting facilities were supplied,
many years later, the original du- and one had to study by the
light of a kerosene lamp, which
plex nature was restored.
he
furnished. The college offered
Gives Examples of Rules
oil for sale, as well as wood by
The men and women who lived the cord. The rooms "thus amply
in Parker obeyed these rules:
furnished," were rented for $3 to
(from the Catalogue of the Offi- $4 per term.
cers and Students of Bates ColParker Hall stands with Halege, year ending November 25, thorn at the center of the campus
1863)
as a reminder of the tradition
"All loitering in the public and friendliness which is Bates.
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by GRAHAM
Well! we sure had a good old
New England blizzard these past
few days, didn't we? I sure do
like the snow, it makes everything look so clean. I've come
down te the old store here te
talk a bit. Won't ya set yourself
down and rest a while? It is
really satisfying te sit here
'round the stove. . . . That satisfying bussiness reminds me a
something we was talkin about
the other day.
The young folk in our family
are getting te that age now when
they are wondering about what
they're goin te do when they get
older. Now this is a real problem
for anybody, since it's a question a what you're goin te do
for your whole life an what ya
really want. What are they goin
te do is the question. Well! I
think the thing te do is get a
good education. This'll enable ya
te make a good choice.
Times Move Fast
Things are movin so fast these
days that a good education is
really important. The thing is,
there is none of this self-educated, self-made bussiness anymore.
Now I'm not sayin wether this is
good or wether this is bad, I'm
jest sayin what things are like.
It seems that ifen ya want te get
ahead ya got te get a good education an I'm afraid, a formal
one.
Now what are ya te do when
you're gettin this here education.
The thing te do is try te study
about as many things as possible.
Ya should also try te talk te as
many people as possible and
about as many things as ya can.

what it is you'll be happy at an
will ya be doin something constructive.
Now a lot a people are always
worrin about money. They make
all their descissions with money
in mind. It seems that those people are bein foolish making money the number one consideration
when thay have somethin te deceide. Ya caint deceide the thing
that ya want te do for the rest
a your life on the basis a money
alone, either.

On The Bookshelf

Gibbs Girls Get
the Top Jobs

Katharine

GIBBS

Politics Preferred

Opportunities Open
Compares Politics
With Gift Recorder
With Poker Game
By DICK HOYT
"He's bluffing, I'll call."
"Make it two better."

The Foreign Language Department is the pleased and fortunate
recipient of a new tape recorder,
the gift of Mr. and Mrs. Daniel
E. Whelton, of Whethersfield,
Conn., parents of Clark Whelton
'59. The recorder, a Royal Coronet High Fidelity, is to be for the
use of foreign language students
and majors as a help to better
pronunciation.
The recorder will be of special
value in helping all students taking foreign languages to improve
pronunciation by hearing their
own voices and noting errors in
diction. Those in the oral Spanish, French, and German courses
will find it especially to their advantage to use the new recorder.

And so it goes, far into the
night with the pattern repeating
and the tempers growing thin.
Soon, as a particular pot becomes
exceedingly large, swearing begins when someone gets "nosed
Cites Important Things
There are lots a really import- out" by the dealer.
ant thinks that don't cost a
Now, the air charged with electhing. A'corse ya got te make tricity, a player suddenly finds
enough te support yourself an presence of mind and clamly deyour family. But that's not so cides to drop out. After a few
hard ifen ya got your education, moments of consideration the
ya can always make enough te others follow suit and the once
satisfy.
tense air is now filled with the
Students May Use Machine
When ya go te choose what comradeship of men who have
Any individual student may
you're goin te do there is no gone to the very extremes of
use the machine to read into it
friendship.
sence in choosin somethin that
material such as a play or some
you know ya won't be happy Changes Scene
poetry he may be studying in
doin. Ya also got te do somethin
Let us now place the above class, and two or more students
that ya know will be accom- scene on a much larger scale. In
may want to hold conversations
plishin somethin for others. Now place of the four poker players
which they can play back in orI know that there are a lot a let us put the major powers of
der to correct their own pronunthankless jobs around an some the world, for are they not, in a
ciation and compare it with the
a them don't seem as though sense, identical? The term "big
pronunciation of others.
they accomplish anything for four" is often used to represent
While the department has had
anybody but you jest look into the more powerful governments
a tape recorder in the past for
them deep first an -then judge.
of our time, and a poker table
use in classrooms, the Wheltons'
would not be an illogical spot at
gift is the first for student use
which to find their representaouside of class. It is the first fultives.
WINTER MORNING
fillment of department plans for
As one nation thinks it has further facilities. These plans inBracelets of bushes circle the
pond achieved greater potential than clude, eventually, a soundWhere it lies in repose at the base its contemporaries, the ante is proofed booth.
of the lawn; raised. In other words, the price
The sky leaches down to the that its neighbors must pay in
crown of the trees terms of their security goes up.
As the snow pussy-foots through The other nations feel themslves
the dawn. unequal to the threat of the first
—Bonnie '59 nation, and the race is on.

States Purpose
Well! what's the purpose of all
this while you're gettin your education. This'll all give you a
Drip
chance te see a lot a things an afDrip
ter you've seen a goodly numWater faucet
ber then ya can see what you're
On off
really interested in.
Washer squeezing
Ratchet thatchet
After ya gind out what you're
Throw it out
interested in then ya can get a
Wrench it
good idea a what ya want te do.
Drop it in a dump
But when ya come te choosin
Thump.
what you're goin te do, ya got te
keep a few things in mind. Ya
—John Lovejoy '58
got te think really seriously
about what you're goin te do an
choose somethin that ya want te
do really an not jest somethin
Literary Biography by Leon Edel
ya'd like te do.
Prince of Mantua
Must Give Of Self
by Maria Bellonci
Everybody's got te live with
other people an therefore ya got Atlantic Impact 1861
by Evan John
te be ready te give in order te
receive. Ya have got te decide A Fourth of a Nation
by Paul Woodring
The 7 Lively Arts
by Gilbert Seldes
The Shaping of Colonial Virginia
by Thomas J. Wertenbaker
Soviet Education for Science and
Technology
by Alexander G. Korol
Financial Intermediaries in the
American Economy since 1900
by Raymond W. Goldsmith
The Art of the Play
by Alan S. Downer
Silas Wright
by John Arthur Garraty
Politics
Among Nations
Special Course for College Women
by Hans J. Morgenthau
Residences. Write College Dean
for GIBBS GIRLS AT WORK.
How to Think and Write
by William G. Crane and
F. Carl Riedel
fatal Ways
by Elizabeth Coatsworth
SECRETARIAL
The Harvard Shelley Note Boole
IOSI0N li, 21 Mitlborouit SI. PIOVIDCIKCS. 155 Ail* ■
■WYWm If. 230 M AM WWTCLAU. HJ- ■ mM II
by George Edward Woodberry

FIVE

Many other colleges have such
equipment, and some require
their language students to spend
a certain number of hours each
week in practicing with this
equipment.
For the most effective use of
the new recorder, Room 16 in
Hathorn Hall has been designated
as a "laboratory." Students who
wish to use the recorder may do
so at the following times announced by Dr. Wright, chairman of the division. At these
specified times student assistants
from the various departments
will be available to aid in the use
of the machine.
Lists Hours
On Mondays and Wednesdays
from 3-4 p.m. Kay Dill, Spanish
assistant, will be in Room 7 in
Hathorn. and at the same time
Dr. Wright will be available in
his office. On Tuesdays and
Thursdays the assistants in the
French department. Vicky Daniels and Nancy Tobey will be
available from 4-5 p. m. Also, the
German assistant, Marcia Bauch,
will be available at a time to be
announced later.
Foreign language students and
majors who use this new recorder will have occasion to be grateful to its donors, who gave it, "in
the hopes of encouraging other
parents to make similar gifts to
the foreign language department."

Existentialism Suggests
Answer To World Crisis

Describes Progress
Through the ages it has progressed from air powered dart
guns manned by primitive natives to rocket powered atomic
missiles manned by modern scientists, and there is little doubt
that a halt will be seen by our
generation. Where will it stop?
Will one of the powers yet have
the foresight to "drop out" of the
game, or will it continue until
the players are wiped out by
their own stakes?
A short time ago the world deceived itself into believing that a
halt could be called to this sheer
madness, but awoke in its own
disillusionment to find that the
so-called "Geneva spirit" was
nothing but a facade. Behind this
shield of friendliness neither of
the world powers had hesitated
in its frantic buildup, and thus,
after an attempted bluff, we are
left in our present situation.
Cites Three As Left
A l present, there are three
players left in the game, with
several
minor hands
being
piayed. Each watches the other
suspiciously, suspecting even
the tiniest of motions. In the center of the table lie the stakes; the
lives, hopes, and ambitions of
over a billion people.
Added to this is the personal
greed and selfishness of the
players. On the right hand side
of each is a button to which are
connected the rockets that will
speed to the death and destruction of all. The tension is mounting. The "pot" is enlarging by
leaps and bounds. What will
happen? Who knows? Let us
pray that the game is not
a "showdown" . . .

I sons in the Western democracies.
by BYRON HAINES
"It is not man's nature to We have a choice between two
hate," cited a recent speaker on different kinds of suicide. Anythe Bates Campus. What then is one with even the vague underman's nature? Perhaps the only standing of basic Communistic
meaningful answer is given by ideology gleaned from Cultch 402
some of the so-called Existential- should realize that it is futile to
ists. "Existence precedes es- expect our brothers on the other
side of the "Cold War" to stop
sence," is their motto.
In simple terms this means with anything less than world
that man must first exist bCfore domination.
If we continue to defy them
he defines himself. Man creates
with
force we risk a thermohis nature in the course of his
nuclear
war. That's one kind of
own activities. Artificially contrived notions of what man is suicide. From this choice we may
are meaningless. Take for exam- also derive the demonic pleasure
ple the naive Christian assump- of taking most of humanity with
tion, "Man is basically good." us.
Could Commit Suicide
What does "good" mean?
On the other side of the dilemMan Chooses
The recent popular craze for ma if we disarm and "love our
Existentialism might be viewed enemies" we commit a second
as a revolt against a morality and kind of suicide. The first conseworld-view that does not fit our quence of Western disarmament
present world situation. This would undoubtedly be Soviet ocexistential world-view places the cupation. The second would probsupreme emphasis on man's ably be a thorough purge of
freedom to create for himself business and intellectual circles
what he will be. The first step — namely, of ourselves.
The trick here is that this
to authentic freedom is recognicould be nowhere near as devastion of one's situation.
lating to the mass of humanity as
As unpleasant as it is to ad- a thermo-nuclear war. Along
mit it our own situation is one with becoming extinct ourselves
in which an infinitessemal bit of
we would suffer the "grave incaprice on the part of a few injustice" of dying with the knowldividuals could conceivably re- edge that a few human beings
sult in the annihilation of the were living on to future possibilwhole human race. The situation
ities.
can only be viewed as having
been created by a long series of Explains Possibilities
A dictatorship can survive only
choices on the part of human beings. Likewise will the future be as long as it produces results.
determined by the ridiculous ele- Without external opposition there
exists the slight possibility that
ment of human freedom.
it would be forced to direct its
Presents Dilemma
energies toward internal develThis situation presents a fright- opment.
fully amusing dilemma for per(Continued on page eight)
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By ALAN WAYNE
This is the time of year when there is an annual lull on the
sports calendar and as no formal competition is slated until
spring vacation, there is an opportunity to make note of the
recent rise in stature and prominence of Bates athletic representations.
In past years, Bates had come to be recognized, more or
less, as a poor relation when it came to the world of sports. As
one Boston sports writer recently mentioned in an article,
"the college just can't or won't ante up for the prime beef."
He went on to point out "the prudence of the founding fathers
in situating Bates amid soughing pines and human desolation
of Lewiston" as being very soothing and conducive to the
mental processes of sports' participants. This last amusing
statement can be taken for what it is worth, but in reference
to the first, despite this lack of emphasis, the men of Bates
have, in the last year and a half, surprisingly and very vividly
shown that they know how to do a little more than just
debate!
November, 1956, found Bob Martin, Paul Perry, et al, celebrating after dumping Colby for their first outright State
Series football crown in a decade. One point prevented the
Bobcats from repeating solely last fall as they turned in another season. Outstanding individual performances like Martin's New England scoring leadership and Johnny Makowsky's herculean efforts did not go unnoticed by the fans.
Track at the moment is king with the first undefeated
indoor season in college history, the upcoming defense of
their State Meet title won after a lapse of 45 years and the
outstanding, nationally-reported exhibitions of Rudy Smith
and John Douglas.
The capable guidance of Coach Verne Ullom has given
Bates its first winning season (12-6) on the basketball court
in quite awhile and almost the championship and the prospect is for more of the same.
Bates is presently riding the crest of athletic success and as
far as I can see it's done nothing to hurt the reputation of the
college or disease any of the staturesque lumber on campus.
The result has been far to the contrary — competence attracts
"buyers."' A little foresight can help keep Bates in the thick
of it every year on all fronts.

Cats Top Bowdoin 80-59;
DeMartine Paces Attack
Bates travelled to Bowdoin last fore the Bobcats became unWednesday night and made the tracked and started their splurge.
Polar Bear's final home game a Before the half was eight minutes
sad occasion as they recorded a old the visitors had a comfortable
smashing 80-59 triumph. The 12 point lead. DeMartine paced
win gave the Cats a tie for first the first half attack with 14 of his
place in state series competition 21 points. Cat superiority was
and made possible the champion- evident in the half time statistics
ship game at Colby. The defeat showing Bates ahead by a 33-18
dropped Bowdoin into a tie for score.
third place with Maine.
Bowdoin's attack picked up
Cats Conlrol Boards
considerably in the second half as
The victory was made possible they pumped 41 points through
because of some fine defensive the cords. Their defense could not
and offensive board work by the stop the Bobcat offense, however,
victors, and because of the fine and the Garnet poured in 47 big
all-around play of big Jim De- points.
Martine.
O'Grady Surfers Injury
Captain Will Callender, Norm
The festivities of an otherwise
Hohenthal, and Jerry Feld aided gala night were marred by an
DeMartine on the defensive injury to Jack O'Grady. The agboards, forcing Bowdoin to make gressive play-maker suffered a
good on their first shot, some- broken right thumb and was
thing that, with the exception forced to sit out the entire second
of Brud Stover, they were unable half. Scrappy Jon Whitten proved
to do.
an able replacement, however, as
These same four again worked he scored 11 second half points,
well under the offensive boards two of them coming on a beauticonverting many missed shots in- ful driving lay-up just before the
to two pointers.
final buzzer.
DeMartine Paces Attack
For the home team, Captain
It was DeMartine who showed Brud Stover, playing his final
the way for Coach Ullom's crew home game, led the scoring with
in the scoring column by pump- j 16 points. Dick Willey and Al
ing in 21 big points, making him Simonds had 12 each. These three
high scorer for the night. Big I were the only ones able to garner
Jim's aggressive tactics were over 6 points for the Polar Bears.
roundly boohed by the partial
The box score:
Bowdoin fans, but the louder Bates
G
FG
Pts
they screamed, the more he Burke
3
4
10
scored. His driving lay-ups cou- O'Grady
3
0
6
pled with some fantastic hook Callender
4
3
11
shots had the Polar Bears' de- Feld
4
1
9
fense talking to themselves all DeMartine
9
3
21
night.
Murphy
1
1
3
The game was even for only Hohenthal
3
0
6
the first two or three minutes be- Pfeiffer
0
3
3

Intramural League
Playoffs Underway;
Leagues End In Tie

Smith, Douglas Second In
600, Broadjump At IC4A's

The intramural basketball season was highly successful this
year as competition in all three
leagues was keen. Both the "A"
and "B" leagues ended upon ties.
The "B" league finished with a
three-way tie for first place between Smith North, Smith Middle, and East Parker, all with 4-1
records. In the "A" league, Smith
North and East Parker tied with
identical records of 4-1.
Last Sunday East Parker's "B"
team gained the right to meet
Smitn North by defeating Smith
Middle's "B" team. They played
last Monday night to determine
the winner in the "B" league. As
of this writing, the results of that
game are not known.
South Takes "C" League
In the "C" league, Smith
South's powerhouse had no trouble in walking away with the
title with a perfect 5-0 season.
Of-Campus finished second with
a 4-1 record.
This year it was Roger Bill's
misfortune to be the weak sister
of the league. The men from Roger Bill could only garner ons
victory in all three leagues. The
"C" league team was victorious
over West Parker for the lone
win.
The final play-offs shape up to
be real battles.
Final Standings
"A" League
Won Lost
Smith North
4
1
East Parker
4
1
Garcelon
3
2
J. B.
3
2
West Parker
1
4
Roger Bill
0
5
"B" League
Smith North
4
1
East Parker
4
1
Smith Middle
4
1
J. B.
2
3
West Parker
1
4
Roger Bill
0
5
"C" League
Smith South
5
0
Off-Campus
4
1
Smith North
3
2
East Parker
1
4
Smith Middle
1
4
Roger Bill
1
4

Sophomore sensations Rudy
Smith and John Douglas made
their second entry into national
track prominence last Saturday
in the I.C.4A games at Madison
Square Garden and, as expected,
both made their presence felt.
In the broad jump, Douglas
leaped 24 feet 5H inches. This
herculean feat was enough to
garner him a second behind Mike
Herman of N.Y.U. who jumped |
24 feet 71.. inches. John's jump
enabled him to beat Ira Davis of
LaSalle by 3 inches and all other
competitors by more than a foot.
Competition must agree with
Douglas as both this jump and his
jump in the K of C's several

These four met in the fast final
heat.
Thrilling Final
In the final, Smith started in
front only to be overtaken and
passed by Murphy. With one lap
remaining. Smith overtook and
passed Murphy again only to be
nipped at the tape by the speedy
Manhattanite.
'
Maine's other representative,
Bill McWilliams of Bowdoin, garnered three points for his participation in the field events. His toss
of 55 feet 7 inches was good for
fourth place in the weight throw
behind Lawlor and Keerd of B.U.,
and Bragdonas of Army.

Rudy Smith

John Douglas

weeks ago far outdistance any he
has made in local meets.

YOUR FAVORITE
STERLING PATTERNS
in
Towle — Gorham — Lunt
Reed and Barton
International — Wallace
Easy Terms

Smith
Whitten
Totals
Bowdoin
Stover
Willey
Bearce
Johnson
Simonds
Smith
Hallee
Gorra
McGovern
Woods
Papazoglu
Sawyer
Totals

0
4
31
G
5
4
1
1
5
0
0
0
2
2
0
0
20

0
3
18
FG
6
4
1
2
2
0
0
0
2
2
0
0
19

0
11
80
Pts
16
12
3
4
12
0
0
0
6
6
0
0

Smith Barely Edged In 600
In the 600 yard run, Smith was
barely edged out by speedy Tom
Murphy of Manhattan College
who won in a time of 1.11 flat.
Rather than try to jam seven
finalists on the track the games
committee decided to split the
final into two sections with places
to be decided on time.
Murphy won his trial heat in
1:10.7, just three-tenths of a second off the meet record. Rudy, in
winning his heat, had the next
best time of 1:11.2 for outdistancing Bill Merrit of Holy Cross
and French Anderson of Harvard.

e&iB Vstjccafk
50 Lisbon Street

Dial 4-5241

PECK'S
LEWISTON
* * *

The
GLENWOOD
BAKERY
Pleases
Particular
Patrons
We specialize in Birthdays.
Weddings and Special
Occasions
10 PARK ST.
Dial 2-2551
Right Off Main Street
2 MINOT AVE.
AUBURN
Dial 3-0919

59

YE OLDE HOBBY SHOPPE

We Specialize in

Central Maine's
largest and
finest
department
store
* * *

MAKE
PECK'S
A
THRIFTY •
SHOPPING
HABIT!

Foreign Car Service ... at
ADVANCE AUTO SALES, Inc.

* * *

DeSOTO
—
PLYMOUTH
24 Franklin St.
Auburn. Me.
Dial 4-5775 - 2-2686

everything you

MG - Austin-Healey - Morris Minor
and Austin

need at prices
you want to pay

^
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Garnet Title Hopes Erased 75 - 63
BRC In Comeback a2.6sfoihya Latf SPurt U Decisive;
As Jayvees Drop Finale Burke Registers 19 In Finale
On Feb. 26 the Bates Jayvees
made their annual trip to Brunswick for their final contest of the
season. After leading 39-37 at
half time, Bates floundered in the
second half and came out on the
short end of a 82-65 score to an
all-star array at the Brunswick
Recreational Center before a
good sized crowd. This setback
gave the Kittens a final 10-3 record for the season and resulted
in Johnson, Zering, Vana, and
Company falling one game short
of their goal to equalize last
year's impressive Jayvee quintet's mark of 11-2.

By DICK PAVEGLIO
the Wicks caught fire to narrow
In
a hard fought game that
the spread to 39-37 at half time
could
have gone either way right
as Joe Leclair and Fred Young
up
to
the final three minutes.
fired away with consistency.
Bates
saw
their championship
At the start of the second half,
big Fred Young led the way as hopes washed down the drain last
the Stars scored 14 straight points Friday by a fired up Colby squad

Many a businessman is discovering these days—to his
pleasant surprise—that a gift
to his Alma Mater can bring
definite future tax advantages
to his wife and family.
Our experienced Trust
Department will be glad to
work with you and your attorney on the financial and trust
aspects of the educational gift
you have in mind...regardless of its size.
We'll be glad to send you a copy of
"Facts Everyone Should Know About
Charitable Giving,"which you may
find valuable at this time. Simply
drop us a c^rd today.

18 Office* Serving the Heart of Maine

Main Office: Augusta, Maine

Garnet scoring ace Bob Burke drives in the second half of last Friday's Colby game as
Joe Murphy guards the lane and captain Will Callender breaks for the rebound.

that was fighting to snap a two- Time and time again the Mules ed 29 out of 36 shots while Bates
game state series losing streak as converted their own rebounds as could hit on only 11 out of 18.
Bates was unable to control eith- The Mules converted many of
well as for the championship.
er board.
Score Fails To Tell Story
these throws in the final seconds
The Bobcats, again paced by when the Cats fouled repeatedly
The final score was 75-63, but
the twelve point spread is hardly Burke and Murphy, put on an- in an effort to get the ball. Bates
indicative of the type of game other exciting comeback to tie
outshot Colby 26-23 from the
that was witnessed by a near the score for the last time at 48
floor.
apiece
with
eight
minutes
recapacity crowd in the Colby
Field House. The Bobcats held maining. Burke, Capt. Will Cal- Record Winning Season
the lead during the opening min- lender, and Norm Hohenthal did
Despite the loss Bates recorded
utes of play and, except for one most of the scoring in this splurge their first winning season since
Bruns. Rec. Ctr. G
FG Pts or two occasions, were never while Murphy's great rebounding
gave Bates possession of the 1953 by posting a 12-6 record.
Leclair
12
28 more than four points behind as
Their second place finish in state
boards.
Langtone
2
5 they came from behind time and
series play is also worthy of mentime
again
to
throw
a
scare
into
Colby
was
not
to
be
denied,
2
Bourque
8
however, as Cohen calmly sank tion as pre-season predictions
Young
26 the hard pressed Mules.
11
0
Trailing 11-7 with four min- four straight free throws to open picked them for a lowly third or
Labbie
1
Anderson
5
14 utes gone in the game, the Mules, up a four point lead which they fourth place finish. Colby's final
Totals
32
18
82 paced by big Ed Marchetti and managed to hold despite a terrirecord is 11 wins and 12 losses.
Leon Nelson, forged into the lead fic pickup in the scoring pace.
Cat fans can look for another
for the first time. The remainder Mules Employ Freeze
successful season next year as
of the half was a seesaw battle
Cudmore made it 66-58 with
that found the Cats tying the
two minutes remaining and the only Callender and Burke will be
score several times. With four Mules froze the ball for most of lost from this year's sophomoreminutes remaining in the half the remaining time, forcing tha
studded squad.
Colby opened up a big nine point desperate Cats to commit several
The Box score:
lead and Bates put on their first fouls in an effort to gain possesPts
FG
Bates
G
big rally. Scoring ace Bob Burke sion of the ball.
11
5
1
Feld
tossed in two big baskets and
0
In
spite
of
the
loss,
Bates
was
0
0
Candelmo
Campus Agents
with Joe Murphy controlling the not without its stars. Burke with Callender
6
0
3
WAYNE KANE
boards, the Cats poured in eight 19 points, several of them on DeMartine
1
3
1
2
10
4
quick points while the Mules clutch shots, paced all Cat scor- Hohenthal
BILL HEIDEL
5
1
2
could only manage two. The half ers. Jerry Feld with 11 points and Whitten
Murphy who played what is by Murphy
5
3
1
far his best game of the season Burke
3
19
8
also deserve much praise. The
63
11
26
Totals
loss of Jack O'Grady was sorely Colby
Pts
FG
G
felt as his play-making abilities Cudmore
5
19
7
would have been welcomed E. Burke
0
2
1
throughout the contest.
249 MAIN STREET '
LEWISTON
3
11
4
Nelson
For the Mules it was Marchetti Marchetti
21
7
7
0
0
r--------0
Edes
15
9
3
Cohen
5
3
1
Ruvo
2
2
0
Purdy
29
75
23
Totals
69 SABATTUS STREET
30 33—63
Bates
33 42—75
Colby
-------------.-.-------...----.-..----4
133 Lisbon • Corner Ash

Norris - Hayden
Laundry

Modern Cleaners

BOSTON TEA STORE
Food Gifts and Snacks

THE BLUE GOOSE GRILL

wny
f

with 21 points, Cudmore with 19,
Cohen with 15 and Nelson with
11 and many assists who did the
brunt of the work.
Game Lost At Foul Line
The game was actually lost on
ie foul line when Colby convert-

to bounce ahead to 51-39. After
Bill Tucker recorded high, scoring Frank Vana's fifth personal foul in the score book, the
Bates offense sputtered to an
almost complete stop. From then
on Chick Leahey wondered about
his basketball students as the
Jayvees showed rookie characteristics in their shooting and passing. Brunswick took advantage
of the Bates mistakes to pull
away to a commanding 63-45
lead. With both squads substituting freely in the final minutes,
the Wicks held on to their lead
to hand the Jayvees their worst
setback of the season.

Lead 39-37 At Half
Bates led by as much as eight
points in the first half with Bob
Zering scoring 14 of his 16 points
to lead the attack. As the Jayvees jumped off to an early lead
of 28-13, it looked as though
Chick Leahey's unit was going to
roll to another easy victory. But Zering Tops J. V.'s
Leclair and Young led the All■urn Stars with 28 and 26 points. Willy
Anderson contributed 14 markers
besides playing an outstanding
floor-game. Zering with 16 was
high man for the Jayvees. Scotty
Brown, playing with a heavy
cold, played one of his better
games scoring 15 points in addition to being the lone Bates defensive star. Vana and Johnson
tossed in 10 apiece to round out
the double marker makers.
The box score:
Bates
G
FG
Pts
Brown '
7
1
15
Deacon
3
0
G
DeGange
1
2
4
Johnson
3
4
10
Walsh
0
0
0
Vana
4
2
10
Zering
7
2
16
Papouchis
2
0
4
Totals
27
11
65

'You mean
a gift to
my college
can result in a
larger income
for my family?"

time score read 33-30. Colby
leading.
Cats Weak On Boards
As the second half began, the
Mules opened a big eleven point
bulge on the shooting of Marchetti and Capt. Larry Cudmore.

Records
Sheet Music
BERT COTE'S

Yll
EIGHT
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Stu-G Plans Improvement Co-eds Practice! £)££/ Announces Selection
Of Equipment At Union Sft^'S^
In Friday Group Of '58-'59 Dorm Proctors

At last week's meeting of Stu-, are chairmen of the committee.
Student Government President Diane Crowell and Judith SternFreshman and sophomore girls
G plans were discussed for re- Students and faculty attending
interested in modern dance are Karen Dill has announced the se- bach; Chase House. Roberta Randecorating the basement of the the dance are invited.
| invited to attend the next meet- lection of proctors for the wo- dall and Joan Celtruda: and the
Women's Union. The renovation
ing of the newly formed group men's dormitories for the 1958-59 Women's Union, Judith Parmelee
will attempt to create a more Cordiner
and Nancy Smith.
| at 4 p. m. Friday in the Chase college year.
luxurious atmosphere.
(Continued from page three)
Hall
ballroom.
They are as follows: Rand Hall,
Possible suggestions which introduced the conception of deAccording to chairman Orlene Helene Marcoux. president, and
were discussed were fluorescent centralization to the company,
Marks the purpose of this ex- Roberta Richards, vice president;
lighting for the game room, til- giving one hundred department
perimental group is to teach New Dormitory, Louise Hjelm,
curtains,
|
managers
responsibility
for
a
ing for the floor, now
Clubs wishing to particitechniques and combine them president, and Nancy Carey, |
and perhaps a painting of the i particular segment of the corwith the expression necessary for Nancy Harrington, and Carol ' pate in the all-campus elecwalls.
poration.
tions are asked to submit
dancing.
During Swanson, vice presidents; Cheney
At present, Cordiner is con- interpretive
their ballots either to Sru-C
Plan Open House
Mayoralty
the
girls
may
provide
House, Laura Trudel, president,
cerned with planning company
President Benedict Mazza or
If such a move is undertaken operations for the future, that the various forms of dances used and Janet Baker, vice president;
directly
to the mimeographthe funds for the project will will be carried on after his re- in the events.
Milliken House. Marjorie Keene, |
er.
Mrs.
Farnham (in Dean
Previous
background
work
in
come from the surplus funds of tirement.
president, and Jane Damon, vice
of the Faculty Harry W.
modern dancing is preferred but president.
Stu-G. Joanne Trogler and Jan- Cordiner Receives Award
Rowe's office), by next
is not required to join the group.
ice Hunter are working on this
Others include, as presidents
In 1957 the Economic Club of
Wednesday, March 12.
project with Bursar Norman
New York presented its first gold ation Committee, and a member, and vice presidents respectively:
Ross, Mrs. Helen Mclntire, and medal award for management to I among other things, of the Busi- j Whittier House. Gwendolyn Baa representative from WAA.
Cordiner.
; ness Advisory Council, and the ker and Barbara Storms; Mitchell
It was announced that there
Recently, Cordiner has written American Management Associa- House, Judith Atwood and Mar(Continued from page one)
garet Lampson; Frye House,
will be an open house at the Wo- a book entitled New Frontiers tion.
pleased
with the results. He statCarol
Lux
and
Anita
Ruf;
Hacker
men's Union from 12-12:50 fol- for Professional Managers. CurCordiner who now resides in
lowing the Pops dance on March rently, he is president of the Efn-1 Stamford, Connecticut, has a wife House, Brenda Whittaker and ed his opinion that the team "had
Nancy Anderson; Wilson House, made quite a good showing."
15. Miss Trogler and Sally Morris ployers Labor Relations Inform- and four married daughters.
Bates was represented in the
judging by Robert Hislop '30, a
counsel for the Securities Exchange Commission in Washington.

Nominations

Maryland Debate

You'll be Sittin On top of the world when you change to It

Young
(Continued from page one)
we lose freedom not through
wars but through apathy. The
success of a conference such as
the Bates Careers Conference depends largely on personal initiative in exercising one's freedom.
Mentions Basic Quality

Smokes
cleaner

Speaking from personal experience, Dr. Young felt that "an
immigrant enjoys America in
ways many Americans takes for
granted. Whatever becomes familiar is easier to treat lightly."
The individual both in his
work and in his democracy will
succeed if he shows that "basic
quality of being willing to do
just a little more than is required" of him, the speaker
concluded.

Existentialism
(Continued from page five)
This might result in a more
healthful life for humanity as a
whole as well as greater possibilities for creative education and
artistic expression. But this is
only a remote possibility that
shouldn't disturb our corpses
much one way or another — although it does seem damnably
unfair.
Concludes Fate

Light into that

JLive Modern flavor
FILTERS

Only L'M gives you
this filter fact—
the patent number
on every pack...your guarantee of
o more effective filter
on today's L'M.

I«5 TOBACCO CO

-"-""
tSwmmmfyttmm0ttn fttatiti (MNMM

Free up...freshen up your taste!
Put yourself behind the pleasure end of an L&M. Get the flavor, the
full rich taste of the Southland's finest cigarette tobaccos. The patented
Miracle Tip is pure white inside, pure white outside, as a filter*
should be for cleaner, better smoking.
S1S68 LICOITT & MYERS TOBACCO CO.

Ultimately this seems to be the
choice we will have to make.
There are no norms or rules adequate to guide us and there is
perhaps no more virtue in one
choice than in the other. In the
interim period we can drink,
make love, and reflect upon the
absurdity of our situation, but
we cannot permanently escape
the fact that we are a generation
with our backs to the wall, condemned to choose the method for
our own execution.
Our only stupid consolation is
that we may play a part in creating what the nature of man will
be. If we leave survivors there
might be someone in the future
to create the capacity to genuinely love his fellowman. But of
course that is unrealistic speculation.

